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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIECO

SIX RAs FIRED FOR ALCOHOL VIOLATION

Where it happened.

by CHRIS MONICA
VISTA Staff Writer
In an unprecedented administrative move, Skip
Walsh, Director of Campus Housing, orchestrated
the dismissal of six Resident Assistants hailing from
both the mens' and womens' dormitories, as well as a
lone ward from the Graduate Center Apartments.
Forfeiting their jobs for violating the University's
strict no-alcohol policies for RAs were Earl
Robinson, Cathy Johnson, Gregg Mitchell, Jan
Senkowich, Tony Directo and Chris Gyben.
Earl Robinson, a DeSales RA had apparently
scheduled a relaxed "welcome back" gathering for
RA^ in his dorm room, on the evening of January
26th,'the first official day of the spring semester.
Contrary to the active University policy, alcoholic
beverages were present. The six RAs were in
attendance and though some maintain they did not
consume alcohol their participation in the "party"
was in direct violation of the long-standing
regulations of the University.
Dave Rogalski, the Head Resident of DeSales Hall
Dormitory, happened by room 423 in search of
Robinson who was on duty that evening. Rogalski
entered unexpectedly upon the alleged "party" in
progress. According to Rogalski, he did not bring his
subsequent report to Skip Walsh immediately
because of extenuating time circumstances (i.e. the
weekend). It was later discovered, however, that
Walsh brought the incident to Rogalski's attention on
the following Monday, January 28th, and Rogalski
then gave his account of the affair: it was,
according to Rogalski, a few RAs attending a relaxed
gathering with visible alcoholic beverages but with
no one noticable "under the influence."
Walsh said he was "in a state of suspended
comprehension...totally astounded." when he first
learned of the RAs actions. Walsh added further,
"We take what the RAs say as gospel. When someone
tells us students are drinking or breaking the rules
and an RA says they're not, then we assume they
weren't, and that's that. But all the RAs I spoke with
admitted they were wrong in being at the party,
whether or not they drank." When asked who

In a shocking move,
USD administration shows it means
to stick behind its strict policy
supplied the initial information, Walsh replied, "No
one person came crying to me about a crime.Several
people informed me of the incident in Earl's room
and I sought legitimate verification (through
Rogalski)."
According to Walsh, "The RAs in question were
given a period of th
to five days to confront me
personally with the matter, and when no one came
in I made separate appointments with each one
whom I knew was there." When asked about the
incident on Friday night, they all admitted to being
present." It was after these six meetings that the
"sentence" for the alleged perpetrations was handed
down: the RAs were relieved of their posts
immediately, whether by choice (administrative
suasion) or cut-and-dry dismissal. It should be noted
that because he was a new RA and lacked the
advantage of having attended the RA workshops,
Chris Gyben was given the alternative to stay on.
However, said Gyben who resigned voluntarily "I'm
a big boy now and I can judge between right and
wrong. I'm not saying the administration is right but
as RAs we sink or swim together."
According to Walsh the ultimate decision was
reached after a meeting with the housing staff
including Head Resident Gaye Soraka, Shannon
Moore, Keven and Sue Green, Jeanette Zavachv,
Dave Rogalski and Walsh. Save one vote, the
concensus was to oust the RAs. with one member
dissenting.
The case at issue would appear to be: does the
punishment fit the crime? Chris Gyben stated this
by saying, "We forced the Housing Department to
make a decision based on our guilt." They simply
made the wrong one." Alternative decisions

included termination of present RA contracts at the
end of the semester, fines, punitive work study, or
dismissal of the case. According to Cathy Johnson
and Jayne Senkowich, "Why not drop it completely?
We think we've accrued some consideration for our
hard work and the commeraderie we've developed
with and for our residents." Classes had not even
started and no one at the party was even remotely
inebriated." However, Skip Walsh and the housing
staff do not agree. "If our RAs cannot abide by the
rules, how can we expect them to be enforced? The
motto for our RAs has to be not only, 'Do what we
say' but in a very real sense, 'Do as we do." This is
because RAs are under the constant scrutiny of the
residents." Concerning alternatives to the firing of
the RAs, Walsh said, "We cannot realistically expect,
nor do we think it would be fair to expect, the RAs to
work diligently at a job they know they'll forfiet at
the close of the semester. That lack of incentive has
too many implications both for the residents and the
RAs."
In discussing the punishment for their
transgression. RAs Gyben, Senkowich and Johnson
all agreed it was too severe in relation to the
proportions of their oversight. Said Senkowich,
"As RAs we're taught to understand all the
circumstances that create the situation and judge
accordingly. I don't feel we were given the same
justice by our superiors...if we had we would all still
be RAs today." "It's unfortunate that such a decision
even had to be considered by the housing staff,"
Rogalski said. "What had to be done was done, and as
an employee of the university I must abide by the
decision. But in our efforts we sacrificed six quality
people, as well as RAs. It's just a 'no-win' situation."
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Proposed Honor Code

In reading Chapters five
through seven of the honor
code, one would find that it
outlines the procedures which a
complaint must go through.
These chapters are basically a
little more difficult to group
than the first four chapters
because they deal with a vast
amount of legal matter. Once
again, we shall try and give a
general overview of the
chapters published in this issue
so that students will have a
clear understanding of what
the true message is in each
chapter.
Chapter five deals with the
events leading up to the
hearing. It calls for a
preliminary examination to
filter out the obvious deficient
complaints and also to review
all cases to make sure that the
case warrants a hearing. If the
examiners determine that the
case is a possible violation of the
honor code they shall notify the
chief justice of the honor court
and he/she will take the
appropriate steps.

Chapter six explains the
hearing which would be held if
there were a possible violation.
The accused and the honor
court council are each allowed
one peremptory challenge. A
peremptory challenge is
designed to remove a member
of the court if there is reason to
believe there may be extenuat
ing cirumstances; this protects
the accused and is used in the
interest of justice. Basically
chapter six deals with court
proceedings which are fairly
common.
In chapter seven lies the
framework of determining
whether or not the accused is
guilty or innocent. The student
is well protected because it
requires five or more justices to
vote guilty in order for the
accused to be found guilty. This
insures that the accused will
not be found guilty unless there
is overwhelming evidence
against him/her. Section 7.07 is
a very controversial paragraph,
but can be clarified with one
simple statement: no names

EDITORIAL

Trust Betrayed is Saddest
Fact of RA Firing
To a commuter, the news that six RAs have been fired from their
jobs will probably not have much of an effect. Most commuters are
unaware of the policies governing residents, and of the
implications of such a move by the Housing Office. But to those of
us who are residents, the news of the RAs termination came as a
shock. We were not shocked that the consumption of alcoholic
beverages had taken place on campus — though it is in strict
violation of university regulations — nor were we surprised that
Resicent Assistants had been the ones doing the drinking. It is
fairly common knowledge among residents who keep their ears
and eyes open that both these things are not uncommon at USD.
But, that six RAs who we knew personally to be good people and
outstanding at their jobs, were fired for such a common violation
was what surprised us the most.
A distinction must be made between policies in strict theory and
the actual implementation and enforcement of those policies. The
administration may feel it is its moral duty to set strict laws
concerning alcohol on campus, where the vast majority of students
are under twenty-one, I would not question this duty. But surely
no one is naive enough to believe that simply because the rules are
there no one is going to break them. They are broken, and more
than just occasionally. But as long as those who drink do it
discreetly, behind closed doors, no one is going to raid their room or
apartment and march them down to Skip Walsh's office.
This policy of "benign neglect" — a term first used by David K.
Rankin to describe a policy of letting obscure words of questionable
good taste slip by the editorial censor — is one which has been
implicitly in effect at USD. I am in no way condoning this ethically
lax way of dealing with the issue. It is merely a fact that it exists.
The alternatives would be to either follow the alcohol policy
strictly or else to let those over 21 drink even though they are
residents.
It appears at first glance that Housing has decided to crack down
on drinking this semester, and that the six people caught two
weeks ago are being scapegoated, set up as examples to others of
what will happen to them if they don't toe the line. But the
situation is not as neat as the harsh simplicity of this initial
impression. The saddest fact that has emerged from the entire
unpleasant situation is that those in the Housing office did indeed
believe that this was an isolated incident, that it was the rare
exception rather than a commonplace event. When it was brought
to the attention of those in charge that this was not the first time
something like this had happened, they replied, "Give us names
and times and those RAs will be gone, too." I know from personal
experience that Skip Walsh was lied to last semester when the
question of an RA drinking was brought up. Should Walsh be
blamed because he has chosen in the past to trust his RAs rather
than to distrust them? It is a trust that must be somewhat shaken
by now.
My problem is that now I see the issue from both sides of the
fence, while I can sympathize with my friends who feel they were
treated unjustly for a mistake, I understand the position of
Housing office and that, given the fact that Housing assumed this
was a rare betrayal of trust, the decision made was the only one
possible. For the most part, I am saddened by the whole affair and
can only hope that some good will come of it: that the university
administration will take a good hard look at its alcohol policy and,
whether it decides on a more lenient stance or whether it sticks by
the current one, a more consistent enforcement may take place.
—Tim Ryland

would be included in the honor
court's report to the deans of
the undergraduate colleges. If
the accused is found innocent
and does not wish a report to be
forwarded to the deans he/she
may request so and the request
will be granted. As a whole
chapter seven is structured so
as to give the student every
possible "benefit of the doubt"
while also keeping the honor
code's self respect.
As a reminder, the honor
code committee meets on
Friday afternoons from 1:002:00 in the A.S. offices and
everyone is welcome to come
by and ask any questions on
points to which you are not
clear on. If you can't make it to
our meetings feel free to ask of
the members any questions
about the honor code. Once
again, the members are Jon
Matsuo, Pat Galvin, Steve
Valois, Tony Reza, Anne
Pflaum, Flint Lewis, and Carla
Sylvester. We welcome your
questions and interest!
—Jon Matsuo

Chapter Five
Filing of Complaint,
Preliminary Examination
5.01 Any person who has
reasonable cause to believe thata
student has violated the Honor
Code shall file a written
statement of facts with the Honor
Court by placing the statement in
the Secretary of Academics of the
AS. mailbox. The statement of
facts shall contain all information
relating to the alleged breach,
including the names of all known
witnesses.
5.02 Within 10 school days
after receipt of the statement of
facts, the preliminary examiners
shall review the complaint to
determine whether or not it sets
forth a violation of this Honor
Code. The person filing the
complaint shall be required to
acknowledge that he or she either
has personal knowledge of or has
investigated the matters set forth
in the complaint, and that such
matters are true to the best of his
or her knowledge and belief.
5.03 Should the examiners
determine that the complaint sets
forth a violation of the Honor Code
they shall determine which
provisions of the Honor Code may
have been violated and notify the
Chief Justice of such.
5.04 If the preliminary
examiners determine that the
complaint fails to set forth a
violation of the Honor Code, they
shall notify the complaintsnt that
the complaint is insufficient. The
complaintant then has the option
of refiling the complaint stating
additional fact.
5.05 Upon receipt of a report
from the preliminaryexaminersof
a possible violation of the Honor
Code the Chief Justice shall
promptly notify the accused and
the Honor Court Counsel. The
accused shall be notified by mail
at his or her address of record.
Chapter Six
The Hearing
6.01 Subject to provisions of
Section 8.02 adjudication of the
matter before the Honor Court
shall take place not less than
seven days nor more than twentyone days from the time the notice
of charges is mailed to the
accused as prescribed in section
5.05

PART II

6.02 The ti me a nd place of the
hearing shall be determined by
the Chief Justice of the Honor
Court. Notice of the time and
place of the hearing shall be
delivered to the accused by mail;
sent to his or her address of
record at this school. Such notice
shall be placed in the mail not less
than 6 school days prior to the
hearing.
6.03 The hearing shall be
open unless the accused requests
that it be closed.
6.04 The accused and the
Honor Court shall each have one
peremptory challenge to be
exercised against a member of
the court plus an unlimited
number of challengesfor cause. A
challenge for cause shall be
sustained bya vote ofa majority of
the justices of the Honor Court,
excluding the challenged justice.

6.05 A motion for acquittal
may be made by the accused after
the close of the Honor Court
Counsel's case in chief. Such a
motion will be sustained by an
affirmative vote of two Honor
Court Justices.
6.06 The Chief Justice shall
rule on all interlocutory matters
except challenges for cause and
motions for acquittal. If an
objection to a ruling by the Chief
Justice is made by a member of
the Court, a majority vote of the
members of the Court shall
sustain the objection and the
ruling shall be reversed.
6.07 A matter shall be
presented to the Honor Court in
the following manner:
(a) The Honor Court shall
read the charges against the
accused.
(b) The accused or his/her
counsel may, if the accused so
desires, present a statement,
written or oral.
(c) The Honor Court
Counsel shall present the case
against the accused.
(d) The accused or his/her
counsel shall present his/her
defense.
(e) The Honor Court
Counsel shall present his/her
closing argument.
(f) The accused or his/her
counsel shall present his or her
closing argument.
6.08 The accused, or his/her
counsel, shall have the right to
present evidence and to examine
or cross-examine any witness
and the accused shall have the
right to give testimony on his/her
own behalf.
6.09 The Honor Court
Counsel shall have the right to
present evidence and to examine
or cross-examine any witness.
6.10 The Honor Court shall
have the right to ask questions
and to call witnesses.
6.11 The accused shall have
the right to be represented by the
counsel of his/her choice. If the
accused desires an individual to
serve as counsel either from the
faculty or the student body, the
Honor Court shall make available
to the accused, at his request, a
list of faculty members.
6.12 Formal rules of evidence
shall not be applicable to the
proceedings established under
the Honor Code. All evidence

which the Court considers to have
probative value shall be received
for the purposes of determining
the facts.
6.13 All relevant evidence to
which the Honor Code has access
shall be made available to the
accused at his/her request. This
availability shall include evidence
in the possession of the Honor
Court Counsel.
6.14 A recording or other
verbatim record of the Final
Hearing shall be made and shall
be retained in the Honor Court
files for one year, except in the
case of a suspension or expulsion
for which the record shall be
retained for three years.
Chapter Seven
Determination of Guilt or Inno
cence, Sanctions, Opinion of
the Court
7.01 After the close of the
hearing the Justices shall discuss
the matter in closed session.
7.02 The Justices shall vote
"guilty" or "not guilty" as to each
of the charges made. A Justice
shall vote "guilty" only if he or she
believes beyond a reasonable
doubt that the accused is guilty.
7.03 Unless five or more
Justices concur in voting "guilty"
the accused shall be considered
"not guilty."
7.04 If the Honor Court
determines that the accused is
guilty of violating the Honor Code,
it shall determine by at least a
two-thirds vote of the Honor
Court, a sanction to be imposed.
7.05 Whether or not the
Honor Court determines the
accused is guilty, the Honor Court
shall express Its verdict in writing
within seven days of the close of
the final hearing. The opinion
issued by the court shall set forth
in summary manner facts and
evidence on which the opinion is
based.
7.06 The Chief Justice shall
deliver to the accused a copy of
the opinion required by section
7.05. (continued on page 5)
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'Oklahoma!' Cast Begins Rehearsals
Auditions for USD's biggest musical
production ever, the Rodgers and
Hammerstein classic "Oklahoma!"
were held last week. Approximately
eighty people, from both on campus
and off, showed up at the first audition,
a remarkable change from the twentyfive to thirty performers who
traditionally come to musical
auditions.
The first night was devoted to
singing and dancing auditions, and the
callbacks for dramatic readings were
posted the next day. In this way the
difficult choice of casting for the eight
principle parts was narrowed down to
about thirty people.

Chapin, Thunderbolt Here March 3rd
University of San Diego Concerts
present Tom Chapin, with special
guest "Thunderbolt the Wondercolt",
Saturday night, March 3rd at 8 p.m. in
the Camino Theatre. Tickets for USD
students are only $1.00, and general
admissions $2.50. There will be an
additional 50$ charge added to each
ticket purchased the day of
performance.
Tom Chapin is an excellent guitarist
whose solid style reflects the
American blues and folk tradition.
Thunderbolt, a country rock-and jazzflavored band in the Loggins &

Messina vein, have an intensely good
saxophone player.
Tickets are now available thru
TICKETRON (565-9947); the ASB
OFFICE in Serra Hall; and the USD
CONCERT OFFICE in Camino 176
(299-1040).
Tickets are also now available for the
"Comedy Store" Friday night, March
16th, in the Student Union at
TICKETRON, ASB OFFICE in Serra
Hall, USD CONCERT OFFICE in
Camino 176, and the LARK (through
Staurt Putnam) in SERRA HALL.

USD Recipient
of Sears Grant

beauticians from the Yellow Rolls
Royce. No appointment is needed, just
wait your turn between 1 p.m. and 6:30
p.m. this Monday.
The Hair-a-thon is only for a cut,
sorry no time for blow drying. The
money collected will be given to the
Good Samaritan Organization of San
Diego, which is the Community
Service Project of the ASB. Anyone
who gets their hair cut that day will
also receive a card for discount
services at the Beauty Salon and a
drawing will be held on the 19th for gift
certificates for free cuts & styles, worth
up to $20.00.

The University of San Diego is one of
two local institutions which have
received grants from the SearsRoebuck Foundation. The grant —
totalling $4,950 — was divided between
USD and Point Loma College.
The money was part of $108,000
distributed to 43 privately supported
colleges and universities in California
by the foundation in January. The
funds have been designated as
"unrestricted."
This year, the foundation plans to
issue grants to nearly 1,000 private
educational institutions, with a fund
total of more than $1.6 million.
"Sears-Roebuck has in the past
been highly supportive of private
universities, and we are pleased that
they continue to show a commitment
to the alternative that private
education offers," said Dr. Gilbert
Brown, USD Vice-President of
University Relations. "Contributions
and involvement from the private
sector are intricate elements in the
lifeblood of all private universities."

'Hair-a-Thon' to be
Held Next Week
A charity adventure sponsored by
the Residence Programs Office and
the Yellow Rolls Royce Beauty Salon
will happen at USD on February 19.
from 1 to 6:30 p.m. in the Student
Union. You can get your hair cut for
$5.00 and trimmed for $3.00 by expert

I
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CalPIRG
REFUNDS
Students who have register
ed this semester and paid a
$2.00 contribution to CalPIRG
are able to obtain a refund.
Pick up Refund Slips at one
of the following locations:
- DeSales Hall Bulletin
Board by the Accounting
Office
- Bookstore Bulletin Board
- Serra Hall 1st Floor
Bulletin Board
- Founders Hall Bulletin
Board by Registar's Office
CalPIRG's first meeting of
the semester will be Tuesday,
February 20,12:00-1:00 p.m. in
DeSales Conference Room.

The final decisions were reached by
a panel of three: Robert Austin,
music instructor at USD and director
of the production; Laurel Renfroe, a
professional dancer and choreo
grapher; and Claire Stehly, a
representative of the ASB, from which
came funds to subsidize the show.
After a display of much talent, the
show was finally cast. In the romatic
leads of Curley McLain and Laurey
Williams are Mike Taylor and Danielle
Forsgren. Will Parker and his
girlfriend Ado Annie will be played by
Tim Ryland and Pixie O'Donnell.
Kathy Kasperick has the role of Aunt
Eller, Marcellus Silva that of the
villian Jud Fry, Steve Evatt is Pop
Carnes, Ado Annie's father, and the

Business School's representative
Chris Redo will play the comical role of
the Persian peddler Ali Hakim.
Rounding out the singing and
dancing chorus are USD students such
as Frank Antonio. Bridget Brennan,
Tami Albright, Will Daley. Nick Krall,
Helen Kasperick, Jim Mercado, Jim
Morgan, and many others. The
rehearsals began this week, and will
continue through the semester until
the performances, April 26 through
the 29th.

Alumni Enjoy
Sports Weekend
University of San Diego alumni
gathered for a weekend of sports
activities and entertainment on
Saturday, February 10 and Sunday,
February 11.
On Saturday, alumni attended the
USD versus Azusa baseball game, a
barbecue at the USD Sports Center,
the USD women's basketball game
against Loyola Marymount, and the
USD men's basketball team versus
Point Loma College.
On Sunday, alumni saw high
lights of last year's baseball World
Series, enjoyed a breakfast, and then
saw the alumni baseball team compete
against this year's USD team.

Condolences
The VISTA wishes to join the USD community in extending deepest condolences
to the families of Matt Boyd and Paul Fitzpatrick, two USD students who died
recently in a tragic accident. The senselessness of their passing makes our pain
more bitter, but with the grace of God we accept what has happened, knowing that
He must somehow bring good out of this tragedy. Our prayers are with the two
boys' families, and we may join together to offer them to God in a special service to
be held on March 5 in Founders Chapel.

Campus Notes
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT: The ASB urges, "Help us feed those in
need." Canned goods will be collected all semester in the Student Union, in the old
Justice Room (across from the BSU on the south side of the Union). The food must
be non-perishable, soft, high-protein goods that will be easy for elderly people to
eat.
FIFTIES SOCKHOP: "Captain Cardiac and the Coronaries" will supply the
music this Saturday night beginning at 8:30 p.m. for theSockhop, the kick-off event
for the Community Service Project. The place is More Hall, and admission is $2 or
two cans of food. Grease it up and dress fifties! A special appearance will be made by
"Buddy Holly in the Raw" with the Hollyettes.
LIFE AND HEALTH STUDENTS: All students who were in Dr. Ross's Life and
Health class last semester: your graded projects are in the Health Center and may
be picked up during operating hours. The work will be kept till March 5th; any
project left unclaimed by then will be disposed of.
FILM FORUM NEXT WEEK: Wednesday, February 21, the Monty Python film
"And Now for Something Completely Different" will screen in DeSales' Saloman
Lecture Hall. The movie starts at 7:30 p.m. and will be shown only once.
MIDNIGHT MOVIE: The USD Concerts presents this week's midnight movie,
"The Texas Chainsaw Massacre" tomorrow night at 12 a.m. Tickets are 50$ at the
door. Free tomato juice will be served.
CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS: Are you the child of a veteran who
has a service-connected disability? And are you a resident of California? If so, you
may be eligible for educational assistance from the state of California. If you feel
you meet these requirements, contact the Veterans Office here at USD.
CONTESTS AT THE DANCE: There will be costume, dance, and pie-eating
contests at the sockhop Saturday night. The entry fee for each of 50$, and the prizes
will be ASB Ball tickets. All proceeds go to the Community Service project.
THE AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION: Is holding a meeting today at
4:30 in the School of Business, Room 120. Tour of KGTV, Career Day, and upcoming
speakers will be discussed. Scholarship applications may also be obtained at the
meeting. Come find out if you are eligible for an AMA scholarship. Don't forget the
Professional Chapter dinner meeting at the Butcher Shop thisevening. Contact Dr.
Carol Morris for reservations.
BEER BUST: Weather permitting, there will be a TGIF tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the
canyon.
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THE SHUTTLE BUS BLUES

Requiem for Padre Trails Lifestyle
sometimes special events, we
had to take a shuttle bus (also
called the "van" by the more
sophisticated) to and from
school. We had two buses; the
blue one, which everyone loved
because it worked most of the
time, and the white one, which
seemed to have a mind of its
own. Almost from day one the
white bus (which on the
weekends became the Speed
ster; you should have seen us
take the corners) would be
giving us trouble. I remember
one weekend in particular
when we were coming up to
school for dinner, it took us five
minutes just to get out of the
parking lot (we were seriously
thinking of giving up the
struggle then). Finally we made
it out into the street and the
middle of an intersection, and
there we stayed. Our friendly
bus had stalled for what seemed
like an eternity. Meanwhile of
course, cars were coming
around the corner at 300 miles
per hour and doing one heck of
an incredible job at avoiding
the wrath of eight or nine
starving students by politely
stopping and not smashing the
bus to smithereens.

by YOLANDA LEWIS

As I sit here, my first night in
my first dorm room, trying
desperately not to think about
the fact that I'm going to miss
"Saturday Night Live" because
there's no TV, I find myself
reflecting on my first semester
here at USD and the place at
which I was housed.
That's right, I was one of the
infamous Padre Trail Inners (as
opposed to the Padre Trail
Outers, I guess). For those who
don't know, because of the
overcrowding in the dorms,
about sixty students (mostly
freshmen) were placed at
Padre. I happened to be one of
those students. It's hard for me
to think of the rooms at the
Trails as being "dorm rooms,"
what with already -provided
color TV's, air conditioning, and
private bathrooms. No lugging
a 10 year old, on-its-last-legs TV
up 3 flights of stairs, no nights of
sweltering and others of
quickfreezing (unless you had a
roommate who liked to play
with the controls), and no
trying to make a 50-yard dash to
the bathroom without being
seen by the entire population of
the dorm and their guests.
Of course, there were
disadvantages too. We could not
have phones in our rooms
(someone thought that leaving
a thousand dollar unpaid bill
would be a cute way of saying
goodbye), nor could we have
refrigerators — unless it was for
medicinal purposes. Since the
majority of students needed a
cooling unit for what I'm sure
they would consider "medi
cine," Mission and Fashion
Valleys probably did a booming
business selling coolers and

PHOTO by MARK RYLAND

thermoses, and the little
wastebaskets found in the
Trails rooms could, with the
help of a little ice, turn into an
instant refrigerator for the
Saturday night medicine. It's
amazing how many people got
"sick" on that night.
As in all situations were
people from different back
grounds and habits are thrown
together, there were certain

USD Summer Session
Offers Course Variety
by TOM KORSON
VISTA Assistant Editor
For those students who
diligently pursue their studies
year-round, (and the rest of us
who merely give that
impression), summer is just
around the corner, signaling
the advent of yet another
Summer Session at USD. Dr
Ray Brandes of Graduate
Studies has announced the
publication of the Summer
Session bulletins, complete
with course offerings and
registration form.
Students of Summer Session
'79 may choose from a myriad of
courses. There are day and
evening classes, and the
program includes lower
division general education
requirements, upper division
classes for majors, and several
enrichment courses. With the
exception of Nursing, each
school and each major will be
represented.
In addition to the standard
curriculum, the University is
also sponsoring several
extension courses. Foremost of
these is a 3)4 week course in
basic composition for freshmen
and sophomore commuters.
The purpose of this course is to
strengthen the English skills or

personalities that stood out in
the Trails Gang. Probably most
memorable was Mr. Islander,
who, when not fighting off
Killer Garbagecans, seemed to
spend most of his time in the
ionosphere. There were the
Ail-American Jockettes, who,
when not thoughtfully studying
were swimming jogging, riding
their bikes, playing tennis, and
keeping such a clean-cut image
as to put Pat Boone to shame.
There were the Idioma Girls,
who, once they got started in a
conversation, would be going so
fast that nobody could
understand them. There was
Mr. Banjo, who was smart
enough to display his talents at
the USD Talent Show. There
was Miss Basketball, to whom
everything was "Insane!"
There were a few Mr. and Mrs.
Just Married, who sometimes
acted as if they were, and lastly,
there was Mrs. Mork, who
almost died when "Mork and
Mindy" was pre-empted so that
the President could pretent to
tell us something we didn't
already know. Nano, nano.

non-skills of incoming students
before the regular session, so
that they can then be placed in
advanced instruction. If
successful, Brandes hopes to
institute similiar extensions in
math and the sciences in the
future.
In an effort to curb rampant
illiteracy, the University is
presenting a course in Reading
Efficiency Training. This 12
hour program, running from
Speaking of Thursday nights
June 23 to July 12, will
concentrate on reading speed, at 8:00, unless you were
comprehension, and recall and partying, dead, or doing
something really stupid like
is open to all.
May graduates who can't find studying, you were riveted to
a job are welcome to enroll in yours or a friend's TV set to
Lawyer Paralegal Assistance. watch one of the most popular
This program includes an shows at Padre (the other, of
introduction to law and legal course, was "Saturday Night
research. Then the student Live"). I remember times when
selects a specialty of his own it seemed like everybody was
interest in preparation as a crowded into one or two rooms
to share in the laughter and
lawyer's assistant.
Obviously, the educational craziness. Afterwards, it,would
opportunities this summer are take a while to come back from
virtually limitless. Summer Ork and Boulder, Colorado, to
Session '79 is the perfect realize that you were going to
opportunity to amend past have tests and 2 papers due the
next day. Teachers don't like
failures, strengthen imperfect
ions, or to reaffirm one's Mork.
incompetency. The Summer
I suppose that since I am
Session '79 bulletin is available halfway through the story, I
at the Grad Office, Copley should finally try to explain the
Library, the Dean of Arts & title (bet you thought I
Sciences, and other locations
wouldn't). As we Trailers so
throughout campus. Why waste "fondly" remember, in order to
the entire summer having fun? get the classes and dinner and

Finally the van started; we
made it to the left turn lane. I do
not believe it is an exaggeration
to say that we had at least 20
cars lined up behind us waiting
for the van to unstall itself.
After many turnings of the
ignition and various vocal
encouragements (which can't
be printed), the van started and
we were on our way to school.
We'd had a lot of trouble with
that bus before, but the above
episode was the straw that
broke the camel's back. I guess
the people in charge figured it
would be cheaper to get rid of
the van than to eventually have
to pay the hospital bills and
lawyer's fees that certainly
would have resulted if it had
been kept un use.
Getting up at 6:30 in order to
made the bus at 7;15 in order to
get to breakfast before an 8:00
class was such fun. Especially if
you had stayed up till 6:29. We
had our share of morning
people and night people, and it
totally amazed me how anyone
could even attempt to function
at 6:30, much lessactually do the
functioning (it should be
obvious that I am a night
person). For those of us who
were not awake yet, sitting
down in a mass of frozen vinyl
disguised as a seat in the bus
often did the trick. One dared
not move once one was in
position, lest he be struck by a
coldness so powerful as to
render one unable to breathe
without forming icicles in the
air. You want to talk about
shock therapy, try jumping into
a van when the sun isn't even
stupid enough to be out yet and
the temperature is in the 30's or
40's (and you have to listen to
two disc jockeys squeak out
Happy Birthday to people who
probably don't care).
This is not to say that there
were no good times in the buses.
I can think of at least two times
when I was happy to be in the
van. Of course, nights when it
was Steak Night and you didn't
show up on campus until the
line stopped in Fashion Valley
and your chance of getting a

good piece of meat was about as
good as waking up and finding
no smog in San Diego was not
one of them.
Now there are no more
shuttles to take, no more events
to miss, no more Thursday get
togethers, and no more Padre
Trail Gang. We're all up at the
dorms now, and though I'm
sure we'll all remember our
times there and what we
shared, it is time for us to move
on and experience the
astounding joys of living in the
dorms. But just think guys, no
more watching the "interest
ing" people at the Marriage and
Engagement Encounters.
Gosh, that's a fate worse than
death (or getting up at 6:30 in
order to make the 7:15 bus in
order to get breakfast before an
8:00 class).
P.S. Take a little trip down to
Taylor Street some night and
look for the sign that says Padr
rail NN" (that's what it says,
honestly). Stop in at the desk
and ask the clerk about the time
the USD students were there. If
you make it out of the lobby
alive, then know that God was
good to you.

Are You
NoteWorthy
An important factor in
getting good grades in college is
your ability to take clear, wellorganized class notes. Listening
carefully to the instructor's
lecture and writing down the
important points is the key to
successful notetaking. The
process of listening and writing
at the same time will also help
you understand. A few basic
techniques cafl help.
The purpose of class notes is
to record the instructor's lesson
in a manner that will allow you
to review and understand the
material afterwards. Your
objective, therefore, is to
outline the main and support
ing ideas and facts so that they
are clear and understandable.
Write rapidly in your own
form of shorthand. Don't try to
take down everything - keep to
the main points. Develop your
own style of abbreviating and
condensing the important data.
Some people leave out vowels,
for instance, or use only the
first syllable, and omit articles
and obvious verbs. Common
abbreviations and symbols
found in most dictionaries can
often be of great help.
Instructors' teaching meth
ods will differ. You'll have to be
alert to each one's style and
organization. Often they start
each class with an overview or
outline and use it as a
framework for their lecture.
This, of course, is a good reason
for being punctual.
Outlines, diagrams or lists
that instructors write on the
board are usually important. It
is a good idea to record these in
your notebook, unless you
know that the same material is
already covered in your
textbook.
Indenting and spacing will
help make your notes more
readable. Start a new line out to
the left for an important
heading. Indent subheads
under this and so on.
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Peripheral People

Game Room Re-opened
After almost two years of
absence in USD's Student
Union, and after much hard
work and thought by a few ASB
officers, a new game room
opened this week in the Lark
This new facility came about
through implementation of
ASB funds. The room was
refurbished with new carpet,
paneling, and blinds, after the
Student Senate approved the
renovation at the beginning of
last semester.
The new games have been
furnished by General Vendors,
Inc. from San Diego, and
featuring a pool table, foos ball,
ping pong, four pinball
machines, three electronic
games including Hustle. Soon
to be added are the popular Sea
Wolf and Breakout games. A

Peripheral people
live on the side
don't involve then- bves
*nd tint the glasses on their eyes,
can't walk the straight line
with closed, crossed eyes.
Peripheral people
never live where the sun shines...
Looking in, never looking out;
Standing on the sideline,
waiting lor a cue
that never comes;
spending time to put things off.
Washwater dreams slide like
tomato seeds,
another day and another dream,
conceal hopes within wellworn
sheets;
but there's time
tomorrow,
today I was only getting started...

juke box and change machine
have been included.
The new hours of supervised
operation are Monday through
Thursday 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
and Fridays 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. Weekdays hours will be
announced at a later date.
The games were provided by
General Vendors with the
stipulation that: 1) The game
room be supervised by either a
U ni versity or student employee
during all operation hours,
2) the room would be locked
during all non-supervised
hours, and that 3) no mis-use
would occur in the game room
to any of the provided
equipment. If any of these
three stipulations are not met
then the services will be
discontinued.

•Mark Paul Ike
Paul Barkett

HONOR CODES

PHOTO by MARK RVtAND

'Heritage' Performs Finest Lark In Recent History
The Coffeehouse of USD's Lark was graced last Saturday night
with the musical offerings of Peter and Paul Barkett, a twin
brother duo who call themselves "Heritage." They played a couple
of tunes at halftime of the basketball game, and later on in the
Coffeehouse, with Pete at the piano and Paul on guitar, the two
served up the best performance in the Coffeehouse in recent
memory.
A smattering of thirty to forty people enjoyed their tightly
blended harmonies and wide range of selections. They played
songs from the Beatles' "When I'm Sixty-Four" to the Moody

Blues' rocker, "Story in Your Eyes" to the Stephen Sondheim
tearjerker, "Send in the Clowns."
"Heritage" has put up the money to produce their own album of
the same name, and, from the several selections they played, the
record is an example of typical easy-listening folk rock, slick and
enjoyable, but without an excess of imagination. More notable of
their originals was Pete's "Carry On." But after they brought
the small house down with their roaring rendition of "(You Need)
Feet," it was apparent to those present that Heritage's talented and
relaxed performance was a cut above the normal.
—Tim Ryland

SATIRE

^A_WeekJn
the Life of
Lthe^lSTAjStaft
by GERRY KORSON
VISTA Staff Writer
If you are an intelligent,
wholesome individual and just
happen to know a bona fide
member of the VISTA staff, you
doubtlessly have noticed something
very special about him.
VISTA reporters always "stand
out" in a crowd. They walk and talk
(at the same time) with a certain
flair and dignity, and are respected
and popular among students and
faculty alike. The VISTA itself has
been called "The Gospel of USD,"
and consequently the voice and
opinions of a VISTA writer are
highly esteemed. When the VISTA
speaks, E.F. Hutton listens.
What is it that makes VISTA staff
members so unique? And why is the
VISTA almost unanimously
considered by the USD community
to be the epitome of an authoritive
newspaper?
With due respect to all staff
members, I hereby present (for the
few of you who are interested) the
following day-by-day account of a
typical WEEK IN THE LIFE OF
THE VISTA STAFF.

•••••••••
FRIDAY: Being a totally assbackwards organization, the VISTA
has the odd preoccupation that
Friday is the first day of the week,
and thus all preparations for the
coming week's VISTA begin then.
A meeting is scheduled each
Friday at 12:30 for the assignment of
articles. The first staffers begin
strolling into the office shortly
before 1:00. The Editor arrives no
sooner than 1:15, consistently

plagued with an advanced case of
halitosis, and begins the meeting.
Before he can utter more than a half
dozen coherant words, however, V*
of the staff has left for their 1:25
classes. The Editor dismisses the
meeting, and is left alone to gargle
with typewriter correction fluid.
SATURDAY, SUNDAY: Theoret
ically, all reporters are enthus
iastically investigating and writing
their articles. In reality, most will
not even see a typewriter until
Monday morning.
Vern Ismen is the sole exception.
He prefers to keep his journalistic
style in shape by interviewing
bikini-clad females in Pacific
Beach.
_
MONDAY MORNING: Reporters
get their first good look at a
typewriter. Some stories are
written.
John Carroll types 4'A pages with
his fingers on the wrong row of
keys. Editor reads it, comments that
it makes more sense than any
article he's ever written, puts it on
the front page.
Tom Korson rolls out of bed early
(11 a.m.), and lurches to Sr. Lorch's
office to interview her about the
rumor of innumerable rats living in
the walls and drainpipes of
Founders Hall. Sr. Lorch, not
wanting the dormitory girls to
know about this, refuses to
comment. The story is "axed."
Bridget Brennan saunters into
the VISTA office and props herself
into the most comfortable chair.
She proceeds to brush her hair and
file her fingernails.
MONDAY AFTERNOON: Frank
Antonio, notorious for his lengthy
articles, makes his monthly

appearance, bringing in his OFF
CAMPUS/SAN DIEGO column.
Two friends help him carry it. They
place it on the edge of the Editor's
desk. Desk tips over. This week's
topic: "San Diego Hookers and
Where to Find Them." The Editor
saves the first two pages, donates
the rest to the Boy Scouts paper
drive. The Scouts can now afford a
tour of Europe.
Gerry Korson finds his way to the
Housing Office, wanting to write a
"funny" satire on why Skip Walsh
rarely smiles. Skip grants him an
interview. Gerry makes a bad joke.
Skip is not in a good mood. Gerry
exits Housing Office with a
dislocated jaw. Skip is smiling.
On Sr. Lorch's alternative
suggestion, Tom Korson enters
Camino Building to interview the
girls on why they disapprove of the
newly-built showers. Knowing
little tact, Tom enters girls' shower
room. Girls are pleasantly
surprised. Tom will not submit an
article this week.
MONDAY EVENING: Deadline is
approaching. Editor nervously
paces the floor of the VISTA office,
stark naked.
Chris Monica and Mike Taylor
awaken from their jobs in the A.S.
office and bring in their
assignments for the week. Upon
noting the condition of the Editor,
they exit quietly. Chris succeeds in
suppressing his otherwise perverse
tendencies.
Gerry Korson, still not having
written a story this week, attends an
Alice Cooper concert, then writes a
tongue-in-check satire comparing it
to a Folk Mass. Letters come
flooding in the following week
demanding a personal apology to
Alice.
The Editor downs a liter of Vodka
(with a twist of lemon), then
proceeds to write REFLECTIONS
IN A WARPED MIRROR column.
Upon submission of last articles, he
pulls on his pants and under
garments (in that order) and takes
all copy to the printers.
TUESDAY: Mark Ryland is
pressed into action, and is sent to
take appropriate photographs to
accompany articles. He fails to get
in touch with Alice Cooper, but

(continued from page 2)
7.07 A copy of the opinion
referred to in section 7.05 shall be
forwarded to the Deans of all
undergraduate college for
distribution to the faculty. A copy
shall also be placed by the Chief
Justice in a special file. If a
student who was found innocent
of an Honor Code violation desires
that the opinion not be forwarded
to the Deansfor distribution to the
faculty, he may so request the
Courtnot todoso

finds six photogenic prostitutes
near Broadway & 1st. Mark spends
the next two hours running from
angry pimps.
The Editor and Bridget Brennan
attempt to proofread typeset
articles. Finding themselves
mutually distracting, little is
accomplished.
WEDNESDAY: Editor and his
elves finish "pasting up the
newspaper.
Mark Ryland develops and prints
his photographs, puts them in plain
brown paper wrappers, then sells
them on street corners to virile old
men and sensual 12-year-old boys.
Editor completes all preparations
and takes product to printers. He
.returns home, sees his pillow for the
first time in 48 hours, and hops in
bed. He immediately hops back out.
His "funny" roommate has filled
his bed with mayonnaise. Editor
sleeps on couch. Roommate sleeps
outside.

THURSDAY: Editor and faithful
staff await delivery of printed
newspapers. Delivery truck is an
hour overdue. Editor is nervous
again, this time fully clothed.
Having already pulled out all his
own hair, he proceeds to pull out
Tom Korson's.
Newspapers arrive, and are
distributed to strategic locations
throughout campus. Students,
faculty, and administration flock en
masse to these locations to pick up
their copy of the VISTA, and thus
ends a satisfying week.

***********
And you, too, can be a writer on
the VISTA staff. It is a fun,
challenging, and rewarding activity
that can prove to be a great benefit
to you in the service of the entire
campus.
The only requirements are that
you enjoy writing and are willing to
spend two or three hours each week
covering stories for the VISTA. One
to three units in English are also
available according to your time
commitment.
All interested writers wishing to
share the prestige of the VISTA
staff are invited to contact Tim
Ryland at 299-1040.
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Courses of Interest
Open Soon at USD

Reflections in
a Warped Mirror
by Tim Ryland

CRP (Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation) Certification
classes will be offered to
students at USD There is a $3.00
charge which goes to the
American Heart Association.
This is the 8 hour training
program which qualifies
students for official CPR
certification. Classes will be
scheduled to accomodate
students. Sign up through the
Dean of Students Office, 200
Serra Hall, or call Jeannette
Zavacky, Ext. 4246

After a haitus of nearly a semester (give or take two or three
unfortunate exceptions), I have decided to resurrect an idea that
most probably feel would have been better left mouldering:
Reflections in a Warped Mirror. From the personal responses I
have received about this column (witness these black eyes and
fractured fibula), it appears that many students seem to identify
with and even enjoy the views expressed herein. Doesn't say a A s s e r t i v e n e s s T r a i n i n g
whole heckuva lot about the mentality of our student body.
Workshop will be held again
That being what it may, it was the letters I received that this semester. This 5-session
convinced me to shoulder once again the responsibility of being the workshop is free to students
spokesman for a nation of psychologically imbalances people. and staff and will be scheduled
Herewith is a quick cross section of this correspondence, followed to accbmmodate those interest
by a happy section of the same.
ed. Contact Dean of Student
Some of the letters were heart-warming in their outpouring of Office, Ext. 4246.
congeniality. Take for instance this one:
Speed-Reading Classes will be
"Mr. Ryland:
"You are the disgrace of a generation, the burden of a hapless o f f e r e d i n t h e e v e n i n g ,
society. Your inflictions of yourself, mere pittance of a being that particularly for Residence Hall
you are, upon the rest of us is a slap in the face to all of us who are students. There will be 6
trying to build some sense of personal dignity vis-a-vis the sessions from 6:00 to8:00 p.m. on
meaningless void I pray will swallow you with great expediency. I Tuesdays. A charge of $40.00 is
have written a book calling for a vast upheaval of society to oust required to cover materials and
you and those like you from our ivory towers of ignorance. Just instructional fees. If you have a
full load of heavy reading
don't get me involved.
courses this might well be
"Yours,
worth your investment.
"Jean-Paul Sartre,
Contact
Dean of Students
"Author of Sartre Revolution Without Me."
Office, or call Ext. 4246.
And others made a fellow feel downright proud:
"Dear Tim,
"Congratulations. You've taken a halfway decent college
newspaper and screwed it up in j ust about every way possible.The
writing sucks. The layouts look like they've been done by a large,
A survey examining the
unfriendly gorilla in heat. You don't even have enough guts to take
a strong editorial stand on anything. Don't you see the injustice checking, savings, and loan
around you? They've got political prisoners chained up in torture services of San Diego banks and
chambers under DeSales, and all you can do is snivel about people savings and loans has been
released by theCalifonia Public
blowing cigarette smoke in your face.
"Now you tell us at the rate you're going (which is strictly I n t e r e s t R e s e a r c h G r o u p
backwards) there mfiy not be a VISTA next year. We are cheered (CalPIRG).
The survey, published in the
by this turn of events. We suggest you use the remainder of your
o
r
ganization's monthly
budget to buy yourself a one-way ticket to Uganda. You're slime,
newspaper, CalPIRG Reports,
you're disgusting vermin - for heaven's sake, leave us, leave us.
was conducted last December
"Without rancor,
and January.
"Mom and Dad."
Thirty-six banks and savings
and
loans were surveyed and
It goes without saying that these letters are vastly gratifying, but
my favorite is the one that follows. As I read it, a warm, tingling questioned concerning thirtyfeeling began in the pit of my stomach. It turned out to be nausea, five different banking services.
"There is really no way to
but why don't you read it yourself:
rank the financial institutions,"
"Dear Mr. Reflections in a Warped Mirror:
notes CalPIRG Co-Director Ms.
"In the unending flow of life, I had all but forgotten your column
Chris
Walker, who coordinated
that ran last year in the VISTA. But I collected a file of every issue
from last yeat', just because your column was in it. (I also collect the project. "The consumer
eggs that have gone bad and small animals with gross deformities.) must analyse each category and
"But I was cleaning out my files last week and happily I came decide which bank and savings
across those old VISTAs and, moved by a strange, impelling force and loan offers the best plan for
(which subsequently turned out to be a need to go to the their particular needs. With
bathroom), I opened them and began reading your column again, some analyzing, the survey will
one by one. After I read the first, I felt a burning desire to heave my yield the most effective and
bowling ball through the plate glass window. So I did. Then I read l e a s t e x p e n s i v e s e r v i c e s
another, and ate a fluoresecent light bulb. After reading a third, I available for consumers."
Copies of the survey, titled
went and registered with the Communist Party.
"I guess what I'm trying to say is that your a messianic figure. " Y o u a n d Y o u r M o n e y :
Messiahs make people get up and take action. They make them CalPIRG's Guide to Banking
work. They make them teach. They make them believe. You, by Services," are available by
calling CalPIRG at 236-1508.
the same token, make me throw up. I love it.

CONCERTS
TOM CHAPIN and
THUNDERBOLT the WONDERCOLT
Sat., March 3rd 8 p.m.
USD $1.00/Public $2.50

C/3

CAMINO THEATRE

C

COMEDY STORE

cfi

Fri., March 16th 8:30 p.m.
USD $1/ Public $3

U

STUDENT UNION

On

USD BATTLE of the BANDS

c/a

Sat., April 28th • 1-6 p.m.
50<t admission

G

G

+•*

SH

ON THE WEST POINT

G
G

MOVIES

£
o

THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE
Sat., Feb. 16th 50c

U
Q

THE WILD ONES
Fri., March 2nd 50c

A CLOCKWORK ORANGE
Sat., March 17th 50c

m

200 MOTELS

P

Fri., March 23rd 50c

THE MUTATIONS
Sat., March 24th 50c

DR. STRANGELOVE
Fri., March 30th 50c

PINK FLAMINGOS/FREAKS
Fri.. April

20th 50c

CalPIRG Issues
Guide to Banks

"They caught me shortly thereafter, but I remain
"Your faithful disciple,
"Ed Krushenko,
"Top Security Ward, Bellview Sanitarium."
Iam reminded of a parable.Two men were walking along a road.
One of them thought it led to the Celestial City, the other was going
by an outdated map and had taken a wrong turn in Idaho. The first
man passed the many byroads which branched off from the main
road without giving them a second glance, for he knew where the
main road ended. The second, on the other hand, passed these
sideroads with many a longing look. When they came upon a sign
reading ROAD CONSTRUCTION AHEAD, however, the second
man stopped. There was a poet standing at a fork in the road and
writing a poem called "The Road Not Taken." "I'm not staying on
the main road," the second man said to the first. "There's probably
a detour ahead."
"But how else do you expect to get to the Celestial City?" cried
the first man as his companion started down the other road. The
poet, overhearing this told him, "The main road only leads to
Cleveland. There is no Celestial City." In a fit of metaphysical
anguish, the first man stuck his fist in the poet's mouth, while the
second man disappeared down the other road whistling
"Embracable You" in syncopated time.
The point of which escapes me, except that the second man
wound up back in Idaho and the first suffered Frostbite.

4979

A spectrum of introductory
and advanced courses, work
shops, ond seminars in rhe
arts, earth sciences, educa
tion, engineering, rhe human
ities, social sciences, ond
sciences ond mariTemarics.
Summer session runs June 25
to August 18.
All students in good stand
ing ore invited to attend. For
o course bulletin ond applica
tion form, moil rhe coupon
below to Stanford Summer
Session, Building 1, Stanford
University, Stanford,
California 94305.

Please send me rhe Stanford University 1979 Summer
Session Bulletin.
21

NAME

STATE

ENGINEERS

National Haa Put It All Togatharl
Our phenomenal growth meana algnlficant raaponalblllty and the rewards that go
with It - from the day you baglnl Fast-paced careers In the fastest growing
industry are at National Semiconductor.

On-Campua Interviews
We have a wide variety of openings for Design, Procaaa, Product and Teat Engineers In all
Integrated circuit technologies. Opportunities In our Computer Products Qroupa, are for
Hardware & Software Design /Development Engineer*. Current position* are available at our
faellltlee In Sent* Clara, CA, San Dlago, CA, Danbury, CN, and Salt Lake City, UT. Explore
the advantages of establishing a solid career with a company whoa* growth parallel* your
objective*.
Individual* unabl* to attend ar* requested to submit thalr resume to th* Collage Relation!
Coordinator at th* location of your ehole*. National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor
Drive, Santa Clara, CA 0S0S1. W* are an equal opportunity employer M/F/H.

National
Semiconductor
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Point Loma Wins Area Bragging Rights,
by VERNON 1SMEN
VISTA Sports Writer

This was an exciting
basketball game between two
teams who had everything to
gain, two teams who delighted a
crowd of 2,500 with two distinct
brands of basketball.
USD on the one hand, with its
tremendous array of young
talent, tried to overwhelm
Point Loma which was playing
a fundamental, hit-the-openman type of basketball. In the
end the deciding factor was the
loss of Bob Bartholomew, the
Toreros' leading scorer, as he
ran into foul trouble in the first
half and played only nine
minutes of the second half
before fouling out with 5:03 left
in the contest.
In the first half, each team set
up their game plan, USD
running and gunning and Point
Loma playing steady with the
determination of a team that
knew its opponent's weak
nesses. Behind the fine play of
Joe Evans, who finished with
nineteen points and thirteen
rebounds, USD rushed to tenpoints lead twice, only to have
Point Loma bounce back and
finally tie it up at the half 39-39.
The second half had the
Crusaders practicing ball
control, and the Toreros'
shooting it out with each under
the boards. The Crusaders were
so adept at hitting the open man
for the shot that Point Loma's
Pat Hadmen ended the night
with twenty assists.
USD fans had some respite in
finding out that David
Thompson is alive and well and
living in the body of Russell
Jackson. Jackson repeatedly
swooped in from out of the
clouds to tip in a basket or
snatch a rebound out of the
reach of the unsuspecting

Crusaders. Jackson, who
finished the night with 20
points, never looked more
overwhelming as when he
leaped to snag a Mike
Stockalper pass, parachuted to
earth, and then, launched
himself over three defenders to
score.
Midway into the second half
the Crusaders built a nine point
lead when Bartholomew was
inserted in the line-up and the
Toreros began to move. Jackson
tipped in an errant shot, and
when the Crusaders tried to
fast break on the Toreros, Joe
Evans resoundingly rejected
the subsequent shot, blocking it
clear in the back court.
Stockalper retrieved the ball
and lofted a twenty-three foot
bomb to cut the deficit to five.
On the next Bartholomew
came up to steal the inbounds
pass and Earl Pierce dropped
one in from seventeen to make
it 67-64.
The come-back stalled as
quickly as it began when
Bartholomew picked up his
fifth foul and left the game. The
foul came during a rush to steal
the ball and Bartholomew
grapped Hedman by the arm.
Russel Jackson goes up for two,
The Toreros not only lost
Bartholomew, but Hedman Stockalper who bounced a shot
went on to sink both free off the rim only to have Joe
Evans tip in the reboud. That
throws.
The game see-sawed for shot brought the Toreros to
another four minutes with the within one with only fourteen
Crusaders hanging on to a five- seconds left in the game. By this
point lead when the Toreros time the crowd was on its feet
decided on another surge. With and roaring at USD's pheno
only a minute to go Stockalper menal comeback.
The tension in the crowd
ignited the crowd when he stole
an inbounds pass and drilled in eased a bit when Joe Evans
a twisting jumper. Point Loma sauntered back onto the floor
tried their ball control tactics after a time-out and spotted a
again, attempting to stall the tennis ball that had been
remaining twenty-eight thrown onto the court. Joe bent
seconds off the clock. Point down, picked the ball up, and
Loma's strategy backfired and casually plopped the fuzzy orb
they turned the ball over on a down his trunks.
USD came out in a full court
backcourt violation. Earl Pierce
inbounded the ball to press but Point Loma managed

Cagers Compile
impressive Record
by MICHAEL TAYLOR
VISTA Staff Writer

USD's basketball
squad has rolled up an
impressive record over
intersession. During the
absence of most of the student
body, the USD cagers won 11 of
14, boosting their record to 15
wins and a mere five losses.
Over the Intersession the
Toreros decisively beat
Hay ward State twice 70-58 and
87-60. St Mary's College also
dropped two games to the
Toreros 61-59 and 78-74. Other
victories included revenge over
U.C. Davis, 83-67, wins over
Spring Arbor College 84-78 and
St. Xavier College 78-65 as well
as U.C. Irvine 70-59, and Trinity
College 98-53 and Manchester
College 84-59.
On the road USD was
successful going 3 for 4 with
victories over Hay ward and St.
Mary's in San Francisco and
S.E. Louisiana, a close one over
Southwestern Louisiana Univ
ersity 64-63. The Toreros only
gave up three games in
January, one to UC Santa
Barbara 88-65, another to Cal
State Dominguez Hills 59-57,
PHOTO by CREC SMITH
to work down court and score as and last on the road, was the
USD tried to pressure the University of New Orleans 76ballhandler with as many as 67.
three men at a time. The
Standout players on this
strategy failed and Bernie Elliot years' squad are Bob Barth
(31 points) scored an easy two olomew at forward, who leads
for Point Loma and a 84-80 the team in scoring and
victory.
rebounds, Joe Evans at center,
"Our defense just fell apart," at the other forward Russell
Mike Stockalper said, "we Jackson, and at the guard
scored 80 points and lost the positions Earl Pierce and Mike
ballgame. The only reason for a Stockalper.
loss under those circumstances
Other aggressive Toreros
is poor defense."
include; guards Dave Cook,
The loss put USD into the Ken Cooney, Rusty Witmarsh,
precarious position of having to and Jon Baumgardner, at
sweep its remaining five forward Keith Cunningham,
contests in order to have a shot
Marty Mates, Jim Hitzelberger,
at an NCAA play-off berth this and Bill Bavasi, and at center
March.
Frank Walsh.

Estes Brings Experience,
Enthusiasm to USD Crew Softball Games Preview New Season
In years gone by, rowing at
USD was nothing more than a
club activity; but as student
interest and participation
developed, a highly disciplined
crew team was instituted and
now functioning at the
University. Under the direction
of coach Steve Estes, USD
boasts a fully recognized
intercollegiate rowing pro
gram.
In its seemingly overnight
growth, the crew team
captured a fourth place in last
years' Western Sprints (a
competition involving 25
western schools); a remarkable
achievement for such a young
team.
Estes has been with the
rowing program since the days
of its club status. His many
hours of planning,"organizing,
publicizing and diligent
coaching have paid off, as many
successes have been the result
of his effort.
Steve came to USD with an
extensive rowing background.
For the last eight years he
participated as a college rower
at SDSU, a club rower for the
Mission Bay Rowing Associa
tion, coach of SDSU's
lightweight men's team and
now USD's coach. In 1977 Steve
won a berth on the National
Lightweight-8 team. Competi
tion was held in Amsterdam

and the team placed 11th.
Embarking on the second
year of competitive status,
Estes is optimistic about the
future of the men's team. Steve
relates, "It's a young team with
good athletes." The coach is

Steve Estes

hopeful that this years team
will be faster than last, since it
consists of such good quality
athletes.
Making up the men's team
are: Paul Ling, Erich Hiss,
Todd Huckings, BobO'Connell,
Bill Zemba, Matt Stehly,
Harold Martinez, Harry Henke,
Ken Best, Robert Noriega, Vic
Lorenc, Drew Armstrong, Bill
Downey, Leo O'Brien, Casey
Olson and Leo Payne.

Intramural Softball
This past weekend marked
the beginning of an exciting
semester of Intramural
Softball. Although "real"
games were postponed until
this weekend because the
deadline was extended until
February 14, the practice games
were a preview of what this
semester has in store.
All the leagues seem to be
pretty equal. There were a few
big wins such as in the coed
league the"Kiddie Kops" rolled
over the "Ball Squad" 18-4, and
in the men's league, the "Bone
Crushers," leg by Bill Peters' 3
RBI's, crushed the "Colorado
Mining and Saloon Co." 7-2.
Rumor has it that the big
favorites in the coed league this
semester are the "Kiddie Kops"
and "Conspiracy," and in the
men's league, "The Bone
Crushers" and the "Texas
Leaguers."
League play begins this
weekend, captains should
check with the Sports Center in
case of a change in schedule.

Intramural Information Booth
Opens on Campus
No more long walks to the
Sports Center to pick up
rosters, information flyers or
turn in entries. The I.M.
Department is helping you save

time by opening up an
information booth down in the
student union of Serra Hall.
Information or upcoming
events, sign up rosters and
results of events will be at the
information booth. Look for
booth hours in the next Vista.

Intramural Calendar of Upcoming Events
EVENT
ENTRIES CLOSE CAPTMEET COMP BEGINS
Undergrad Softball
Feb 18
Coed Softball
Feb 18
Coed Soccer
Feb 18
Tennis-Mixed Doubles
Feb 17
5X5 Basketball Undergrad Men
Feb 21 6:00 p.m. Feb 27
Midnight Bowling
Mar 7 6:00 p.m. Mar 10
4X4Coed Volleyball
Mar 7 6:00p.m. Mar 10
* All captains meetings will be held the day entries close at the
Sports Center.

5X5 Basketball

This will be league play with playoffs at the end of the league.
Everyone is eligible except for varsity basketball players, play will
be governed by NCAA College basketball rules. There can be 10
players per roster, and there will be two leagues, A and B.

Midnight Bowling

This will be a one night tournament, anyone is eligible. Teams
will consist of four members, two male, two females. The winning
team will be the team with the highest score out of twelve games.
The winners will receive Intramural T-shirts.

4X4 Volleyball

This will be league play, four members per team, two males and
two females. The roster limit will be six players. One varsity
female player will be allowed on each team.
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THE TORERO MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM

The Toreros lost to Point Loma last Saturday,
but it wasn't Russel Jackson's fault. Jackson
scored 20 points and gathered in 10 rebounds in a
last ditch comeback that fell just short.

Bank of Americas College Plait:
Checking on your terms.
Our College Ran® Checking Account offers you the services you
need, when you need them.
For just $1.00 a month for the nine-month school year, you
get unlimited checkwriting, with no minimum balance required.
There's no service charge at all for June, July or August. And
your account stays open through the summer, even with a zero
balance, saving you the trouble of having to close it at the end of
die spring, and reopen it in the fall.
Its easy to tie in our free Money Transfer Service, too. So funds
" can be automatically transferred on a regular basis to your College

Plan Account from any other checking or savings account
in California
And if you quality, we also offer a variety of other banking
services with your needs in mind. Like educational loans. Student
BankAmericard® VISA® And Instant Cash overdraft protection.
So check in with us. You may never have to check anywhere
else.

Depend on us. More California college students do.

BANKOF AM ERICA
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